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Group Art Unit: 1731

: 09/646,119

Examiner: J. Fortuna
January 21, 2000

: October 30, 2000

: MACHINE AND PROCESS FOR PRODUCING A MULTI-
LAYERED FIBROUS WEB

APPEAL BRIEF UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.192

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

This appeal is from the Examiner's final rejection ofclaims 46 - 52, 62 - 80, and 89 -

97 as set forth in the Final Official Action ofApril 21, 2003.

A Notice ofAppeal in response to the April 21, 2003 Final Office Action was filed

August 21, 2003, along with a Request for a One-month Extension of Time. Further, the

instant Appeal Brief is being timely submitted by the two-month date from the Notice of

Appeal of October 21, 2003.

As the requisite fee under 37 C.F.R. 1.17(c) in the amount of $ 320.00 for the filing

of the Appeal Brief was paid by check on July 29, 2002 with the original submission of 1

Appellants' Appeal Brief, Appellants submit herewith a check in the amount of $10.00 to S

make a total amount of $330.00 submitted for filing the instant Appeal Brief As the
^
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P19790.A12

Examiner reopened prosecution .ubse,uen. .0 receipt of Appellants' Brief. Appellants

submit fltat the fee submitted with the original Appeal Brief is still on account in the U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, and that no additional tees are required for entry and

consideration of the i„s«.nt Appeal Brief However, in the event that additional filing fees

are deemed necessary, the undersigned authorizes the charging of any fees to ensure

consideration of this Appeal Brief to Deposit Account No. 19 - 0089.

This appeal brief is bemg submitted in triplicate, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 1.192(a).

(1) REAL PARTY IN INTEREST

Tie real party in intere^ is Voith Sulzer Papiertechnik Patent
GmbH by an assignment

recorded
,ntheU.S.PatentandTrademarkOffloe on October 30,2000 at Reel0,1271 and

Frame 0625.

(2) RELATED APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES

No related appeals and/or interferences are pending.

(3) STATUS OF THE CLAIMS

Claims 46 - 97 are currently pending, i.e., claims 46 - 52, 62 - 80, and 89 - 97 stand

finally rejected, while claims 53 - 61 and 81 - 88 have been allowed. Thus, only claims 46
-

52, 62 - 80, and 89 - 97 are at issue in the instant appeal.
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(4) STATUS OF THE AMENDMENTS

No amendments have been entered subsequent to the Final Office Action ofApril 2 1

,

2003.

(5) SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Tl,e instant invention is directed to a machine for producing a multi-layered fibrous

web, e.g.. a paper or cardboard web, in which the layers created by each former are couched

together, i.e., com,ected. (Specification page 1. lines 3 - 6). According to an exemplary

embodiment, the instant invention includes a machine arranged so that at least two layers,

which are to be couched together, are formed so that each layer has on one side a higher

content of fines, and the at least two layers are guided to the applicable couching zones in

such a way that the sides having the higher content of fines come into contact with each

other. (Specification page 2, lines 8 - 12). As a resuh of this arrangement, the web exhibits

better layer adhesion, hi^er retention, a lower risk of so-called •'sheet-sealing-effects, less

residue during dewatering, less dusting, as well as exhibiting a positive influence on the

paper characteristics concerning porosity, roughness, penetration characteristics, and

printability. (Specification page 2, lines 14 - 18).

While a number of embodiments are discussed, each embodiment of the invention

includes that each of the two layers to be couched together includes a side with a higher

content of fines and the layers are guided to a couching zone in such a mamier that the sides

-3-
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With the higher fines contents come into contact with each other. (Specification page 6, line

30 - page 7, line 4)

In accordance with the invention, at least one of the at least two layers to be couched

together in the manner discussed above can be formed by a gap former. (Specification page

2, line 20 - 21 ;
Figure 3). Moreover, each of the at least two layers to be couched together

in accordance with the invention can be formed by gap formers. (Specification page 2, lines

27 - 28; Figure 1). Still fiirther, the layers to be couched together according to the features

of the invention can be formed in a variety of mamiers. (Figures 2, 4, and 5).

(6) ISSUES

(A) Whether Claims 46, 47, and 74 - 76 are Improperly Rejected Under 35

U.S.C. § 102(b) as being Anticipated by TURNER et al. (U.S. Patent No.

4,830,709) [hereinafter "TURNER"! ;
and

(B) Whether Claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 are Improperly

Rejected Under 35 U.S.C.§ 103(a) as behig Unpatentable Over TURNER.

(7) GROUPING OF CLAIMS

For the purpose of this appeal, Appellants submit that the claims can be grouped for

each identified issue as follows:

(A) Claims 46 and 47 stand or fall together, and claims 75 and 76 stand or fall

together. Claim 74 is separately patentable.
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(B) Claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 are separately patentable.

Moreover, Appellants submit that the rea«>ns for separate patentability ofthe noted

claims is set forth hereinbelow.

(8) ARGUMENT

(A, The Reiee.io„ «f Claims 46. 47, and 74 - 76 Under 35 X..S.C. §
102(b) as

being Anticipated by TURNER is in Error, .he Rejection Should be Reversed,

and the AppUcation Should be Remanded to the Enaminer.

The Examiner asserts that TURNER shows a device for making multi-ply paper in

whichthediffe^ntpliesaremade in
sepa^teheadhoxesandcouchedtogeier at their sides

having more fines, and that column 2, lines 12-18 disclose that advantages ofJoining the

pUes„si„gthesurfecehavingthemos.fmes.Appell».3traverse,heExaminer'sassertions.

Appellants- independent claim 46 r^ites, in,, alia, at least two fonners for forming

atleasttwo layers in which..c./<^.....««.'.-
— """'*'^^>^^^^^^^^

,a,e,ssi6eUa^n,aHi,Heroon.en.offlnescon,ac,eacHo,He.,^^^^^^

leas, two formers comprises leas, one former. Appellants' independent claim 75

^i.es,,*.*formi«8 at least two layers viaatleasttwo formers, such that e«c./^^^

a sUie .i,k a M,Herfines conienU and couching together the at least two layers in a

couching zone so that ,f,e sUies ^.H U^^e.fines content oonU^i each other, wherein at least
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one ofthe^vohyers is fonnedby.r;e^ro«.gap/o™e..
Appellants submit fta.TURNER

fails to disclose at least the above-noted features of the instant invention.

Moreover, in the Final A«ion, the Examiner asserts that TURNER shows a device

ftat has all of the structural limitations of the apparatus defined by the rejected claims,

„ the device as shown is capable ofjoining the plies as claimed." Appellants submit

tha, as this assertion is not accurate, the instant rejection is improper and should be reversed.

Anticipation under 35 U.S.C. § 102 requires the disclosure in a single piece ofprior

an to show each and every limitation of a claimed invention. Mo,a. B. V. v. I,—

,««o„, inc., 325 F.3d 1306, 1321 (Fed. Cir. 2003); CeUrUas Technologies. v.

.„cW//—«/ corporation, 150 F.3d ,354, 1360, 47 USPQ 2d 1516, 1522 (Fed.

Cir. xmy. Applied Medical Resources
Corporation v. VniteaStates Surgical Corporation.

,47 F.3d 1374, ,377, 47 USPQ2d ,289, 1291 (Fed. Cir. 1998); Rockwell International

. 7 1 A7 V n58 47 USPQ2d 1027, 1029 (Fed. Cir.

Corporation V. The United States, etal.,\Al F.3d 135«,4/ u^r^

1998).

The singie piece ofprior art must describe and enabie a,l limitations of the claimed

invention
with-sufficientclarityanddetairsothatthose

ordinarily skilled inthe art would

recognize drat the claimed subject matter already existed in the prior art. Elan

Phamtaceuticals Inc. v. Mayo Foundationfor Medical Education and Research 64 USPQ2d

,292 1296 (Fed. Cir. 2002); Cro^ Operations International. Ltd v. Solutia /nc. 289 F.3d
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1367. 1375, 62 USPQ2d 1917, 1921 (Fed. Cil. 2002); In re Spada, 91
1
F.2d 705, 708, 15

USPQ2d 1655, 1657 (Fed. Cir. 1990).

Appellants note that, while disclosing a multi-ply foming apparatus and process,

TURNERMs to disclose a gap fomer arranged to produce a web layer having one side with

higher fines content than the other, and. flterefore, certainly fails to disclose joining the sides

ofthe laye^ having the hi^er fines content together, as .ecited in at least independent claims

46 and 75. That is, because TURNER provides no disclosure that each web layer is formed

to have one side with a higher fines content than the other. Appellants submit that the

Examiner's assertions that TURNER is sh^cturally the same as the recited invention is

without basis in the art of record.

in view ofthe above, it is apparent thatTURNER fails to disclose an arrangement or

process in which that the sides ofthe web layers having the higher fines content are couched

together in a couching ^one. That is, because TURNER fails to provide the necessary

strucmre to form the web layers in the mam,er recited in at least independent claims 46 and

75, Appellants submit thatTURNER camiot even arguably anticipate the .ecited feature that

the sides having the higher fmes content (no. taught by TURNER) are couched together, as

is hkewise recited in claims 46 and 75.

As Appellants have maintained throughout the prosecution of this application, the

Examiner has made certain assumptions ofthe TURNER process and apparatus based upon
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fl,e disclosure in the instant application, which are not based upon any specific teaching

presented in TURNER. In particular. Appellants note that the Examiner continues to

construe the disclosure of TURNER in view of Appellants' own disclosure, instead of

interpreting the disclosure ofTURNER in light of that which was known to those ordinarily

skilled in the art at the time of the instant invention. As such. Appellants submit that the

Examiner misconstrues column 2, lines 12-18 ofTURNER ("by dewatering through both

surfaces ofboth the top and bottom plies, formation ofdie individual plies is accomplished

faster and, equally important, the ply faces which come into ply bonding engagement are

better prepared, by virtue of having more fines and less fillers at their surface, to remain

permanently bonded together") as a teaching that one surface ofeachply has a higher fines

content than the other. However. Appellants submit that, when read without the benefit of

Appellants' disclosure, one ordinarily skilled in the art would not understand TURNER to

teach that which the Examiner asserts. Instead, the plain meaning ofthe words ofTURNER

merely discloses that the bonding surfaces have more fines that fillers, no. that the bonding

surfaces of layers have a higher fines content than their opposite surfaces.

Appellants submit that, as the Examiner's continued (mis)mterpretation ofTURNER

is based solely upon review ofthe instartt application and claims, the asserted rejection is not

based upon the disclosure of TURNER. In particular, TURNER fails to disclose an

arrangement or process to form one side ofa web layer with a higher fines content than the
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other side, and no disclosure of an anangement or process in which sides of web layers

having higher fines contend than .heir other sides are couched together, as recited in the

independent claims. Thus, Appellants subntit that the rejection is improper and should be

withdrawn.

,n contrast to the instant invention, TURNER specifically discloses a process and

apparams specially designed to join togedter ply faces dtat have "more fines and less fillers

at.heirsurface,"and*atdtisobjec«veisachievedthr„ughdewateringbothsurfacesofeach

ply. (TURNER, column 2, lines .2 - 18). However. TURNER provides absolutely no

disclosure regarding that comparative amounts of fines between opposite sides ofthe web.

Thus. Appellants submit that the only reasonable interpretation ofTURNER'S disclosure,

when considering only dte disclosure of TURNER, is *a. the surfaces of each ply to be

joined are dewatered so flta, the surfaces to be joined contain a higher content of fines than

a content of fillers.

However, Appellants submit ftat ply surfaces having a higher fines to fillers content

is no, the same as a ply having one surface with a higher fmes content than *e odrer surface,

which is recited in Appellants' claims.

Moreover, because TURNER fails to provide any disclosure in which fmes content

between opposite sides of a same ply are compared, or even discussed. Appellants submit

thatthere is no teaching inTURNERto even arguably interpret that web plies are formed to
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have a higher fines conten. on one side tt,an the other side, or that the sides of web plies

having«,ehigher fines content arecouohed together, asreoitedin a. least independent claims

46 and 75.

In fact, Appellants note that even TURNER teaches against the Examiner's

interpretation. As is expressly disclosed at column 1, lines 52 - 66,

added].

Thus. Appellants submit that, as TURNER expressly discloses an intention to produce a

uniforn, in which bo<H sides are n.ore nearly ,^ son. after dewatering, the Examiner's

assertions of anticipation are contrary to the express disclosure otthe applied document.

Further,Appellants note that, whilethesurfacesofthe
individual layerstobe couched

«>ge.her according to *e instant invention may have a higher fntes conten. *an filler conten,

in order to anticipate the insmnt invention TURNER must disclose every recited feature of

dre invention, including that each layer has a higher fines content on one side, and that the
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sides with the higher fines content are couched together in a couching zone, as recited in at

least independent claims 46 and 75.

Moreover, Appellants note that, by expressly disclosing an intention to "produce a

web having a more uniform distribution of fines, fillers and fibers on both sides, thus

providing us surfaces with a greater affinity for ply bonding," [etnphasis added). CTURNER,

colunm 1, lines 54 - 57), TURNER fails to provide any teaching of couching together

surfaces of individual plies having a higher fines content than its opposite ply surface. In

other words, as TURNER'S expressed intent of a uniform distribution of fines, fillers, and

fibers on bo* sides is contrary to forming individual plies having a higher fines content on

one s^face as compared to its other surface. Thus, Appellants submit that TURNER fails

to provide any disclosure of an apparatus or process for couching together the surfaces of

each ply having a higher contem of fines than its other ply surface, as recited in at least

independent claims 46 and 75. Instead, the only guidance to the practitioner in the art

provided by TURNER is that, in the production ofa layered web, both surfaces of each ply

are formed to be uniform and essentially the same, i.e., with a higher content of fines to

fillets, so that each surface of each ply is provided with a greater affinity for ply bonding.

Thus, Appellants submit that, as TURNER fails to disclose every recited feature of

the instant invention, the Examiner has failed to provide any adequate evidentiary basis to
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support a rejection of anticipation under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). Thus, Appellants submit that

the instant rejection is improper and should be withdrawn.

Further, contrary to the Examiner's assertions, no admission has been made by

Appellants that merely forming a web on a single wire produces a higher content of fines on

the unsupported side, nor have Appellants admitted that it is well known that *e unsupported

side contains the most fines due to less dewatering. While the "Background of the

Invention" section of the instant application identifies a number of known formers, this

disclosure also sets forth specific action necessary to achieve a concentration of fines at a

particular side of the web. Appellants have made no repr^entations that this information is

prior art. Moreover, while a fourdrinier fonner is discussed, the background discussion is

no. an admission that the concentration of fines at the upper side achieved with power pulses

was known to those ordinarily skilled in art at the time of the invention.

Moreover, notwithstanding Appellants' background discussion. Appellants note that

TURNER fails to disclose that the employed fourdrinier fonner utilizes power pulses to

control the concentration of fines, and specifically discloses that its process and apparatus

utilize dewatering through both surfaces of bod, the top and bottom plies so tha, a desired

uniformity and bonding affinity, i.e., a higher content of fines to fillers, for bo* sides is

achieved.
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Thus, Appellants note that, even asstming, arguendo, one were to consider

Appellants- discussion of background information as an admission of prior art (which

Appellants submit h is not), the disclosed apparams and process of TURNER, which

expressly discloses dewatering through both sides ofeach ply, is contrary to this disclosure.

Moreover, it would not have been apparent to modify TURNER in view of this information

because to do so would eliminate TURNER'S intention ofproducing a uniform web in which

each surface has an affinity for bonding by having a higher content of fines to fillers.

Because TURNER fails to disclose at least the above-noted features. Appellants

submit that the applied art fails to di^lose each and every recited feamre of the instant

invention. Accordingly, Appellants submit that the Examiner has failed to establish an

adequate evidentiary basis to support a rejection of anticipation under 35 U.S.C. §
102(b),

and that the instant rejections are improper and should be withdrawn.

Further still. Appellants submit that even if it is considered that the prior art

documents anticipate the invention recited in the independent claims, which Appellants

submit fliey do not, the applied documents fail to anticipate the various recited parameters

ofthe formers and/or their arrangement within the apparatus for producing the multilayered

web in accordance with the features ofthe instant invention. Thus, Appellants submit that

claims 47, 74, and 76 are allowable at least for the reason that these claims depend firom

allowable base claims and because these claims recite additional featiues that fi.rther defme
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the present invention. Moreover, Appellants further submit that claim 74 is separately

patentableTUK^ER-lnpartioular, Appellants submitftatTimNERfailsto
anticipate.

alia, uniform pressure dewatering
elemems for web dewatering, as recited in claim 74.

Accordingly. Appellants request that the Board reverse the Examiner's decision to

finally reject claims 46. 47. and 74 - 76 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b), and that the application

be remanded to the Examiner for withdrawal of the rejection over TURNER and an early

allowance of all claims on appeal.

(B) The Rejection of Claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80. and 89 - 97 Under 35

U.S.C. § 103(a) as being Unpatentable OverTURNER is in Error, the Rejection

Should be Reversed, and the AppUcation Should be Remanded to the Examiner.

The Examiner asserts that, while TURNER fails to disclose various recited features

ofthe instant invention, the Examiner asserts that these features are functionally equivalent

element and the use of one for the other would have been obvious. Appellants traverse the

Examiner's assertions.

Rejections based on 35 U.S.C. § 103 must rest on a Actual basis with these facts being

interpreted without hindsight reconstruction of the invention from the prior art. The

Examiner has the initial duty of supplying the factual basis for die rejection and may not.

because ofdoubt that the invention is patentable, resott to speculation, unfounded assumption

or hindsight reconsttuction to supply deficiencies in the factual basis. See In re Warner, 379
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F.2d 1011, 1017, 154USPQ 173. 177(CCPA 1967). As stated in rX. Gore & Associates.

,„c. V. Garlock Inc., 721 F.2d 1540, 1553, 220 USPQ 303, 312-313 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cer,.

dented, 469 V.S. 851 (1984):

[t]o imbue one of ordinary skill in the art with knowledge of the invention m

m" when no prior art reference or references ofrecord convey or sugg^t tha

Cwtdge, is to fall victim to the insidious effect of a hmdsight syndrome

wherein that which only the inventor taught is used against its teacher.

It is apparent that the only reason to modify TURNER in the manner proposed by the

Examiner results from a review ofAppeUants' disclosure and the application impermissible

hindsight.

Appellants submit that, because TURNER expressly discloses that both surfaces of

(he plies to be dewatered andjoined are formed to have a more uniform distribution of fines,

fillers and fibers, and because it is the intention ofTURNER that this dewatering procedure

produce web plies in which both sides of the web are more nearly the same, TURNER fails

«> teach or even arguably suggest the subject matter noted above as deficient in TURNER.

That is. Appellants submit that TURNER fails to teach or suggest producing a

individual layers in which each layer has a side having a higher content of fines than the

other side, and fails to teach that the^ sides having the higher fines content are couched

together, as recited in at least independent claims 46 and 75. Moreover, as discussed above,

the Examiner's interpretation of TURNER'S disclosure is colored by his review of

Appellants' disclosure and claims. Similarly, Appellants submit that the Examiner's
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assertions of obviousness are likewise based upon this improper interpretation ofTURNER

as a result of a review of Appellants' invention.

Accordingly, Appellants submit that TURNER fails to provide the requisite

motivation or rationale for modification in the mamier asserted by the Examiner, and that the

Examiner's assertions of obviousness are based, not upon any particular teaching or

suggestion provided in TURNER, but instead are based upon an improper interpretation of

TURNER after reviewing Appellants' disclosure and claims. Thus, Appellants submit that

the instant obviousness rejection is based upon the use of impermissible hindsight, such that

Appellants invention suggests the Examiner's interpretation of the art of record.

Further, because TURNER fails to provide any teaching or suggestion with regard to

forming a web ply having a surface with a higher fines content than its other surface,

Appellants submit that TURNER camiot teach or suggest the recited apparatus and/or process

features ofthe present invention that achieve this result. Accordingly, Appellants submit that

no proper modification ofTURNER teaches or suggests the combination of features recited

in at least the independent claims, and, therefore, that TURNER fails to render unpatentable

the instant invention.

In establishing a prima facie case of obviousness under 35 U.S.C. § 103, it is

incumbent upon the Examiner to provide a reason why one of ordinary skill in the art would

have found it obvious to modify a prior art reference or to combine reference teachings to
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arrive at the claimed invention. See Exparte Clapp, 227 USPQ 972 (BPAI 1985) To this

end, the requisite motivation must stem from some teaching, suggestion or inference in the

prior art as a whole or from the knowledge generally available to one of ordinary skill in the

art and not from Applicant's disclosure. See, for example, Uniroyal, Inc. v. Rudkin-Wiley

Corp,, 837 F.2d 1044, 5 USPQ2d 1434 (Fed. Cir. 1988). Notwithstanding the Examiner's

statement in the rejection that it would have been obvious to modify TURNER, Appellants

contend that the Examiner has not set forth any reasons why one of ordinary skill in the art

would have been led to modify the apparatus and process ofTURNER. It is respectfiiUy

submitted that the courts have long held that it is impermissible to use Appellants' claimed

invention as an instruction manual or "template" to piece together teachings of the prior art

so that the claimed invention is purportedly rendered obvious. See In re Fritch, 972 R.2d

1260, 1266, 23 USPQ2d 1780, 1784 (Fed. Cir. 1992).

While the Examiner has made sweeping unsubstantiated assertions regarding the

interchangeability of various formers, he has not provided any teaching or suggestion why

it would have been obvious or even possible for these formers to produce a web layer having

a higher content of fines on one side, as is recited in the pending claims. By way of example.

Appellants note that, while TURNER discloses a former that includes two converging

forming wires, the crescent former ofU.S. Patent No. 3,378,435 includes a forming wire and

a felt arranged to converge. Thus, as the two formers are structurally distinct from each
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Other, Appellants submit that it is not apparent that substituting a crescent former for the

former ofTURNER would enable TURNER to operate in its intended manner, i.e., there is

no teaching or suggestion in the art of record that the crescent former forms a layer having

a bonding surface with a higher content of fines than fillers, as required by TURNER.

Similar defects arise with the Examiner's other baseless assertions of obviousness.

Because it is not apparent from the art ofrecord that the crescent former (or any other

type of former) will enable TURNER to operate in its intended manner. Appellants submit

that the art ofrecord fails to provide the necessary motivation or rationale for combining the

applied art in the manner asserted by the Examiner.

Moreover, because the Examiner has not shown that it would have been apparent from

the disclosure TURNER to form the web layers having one side with a higher fines content

than the other side. Appellants submit that there is certainly no suggestion ofan arrangement

in which sides of web layers having the higher fines content are couched together in a

couching zone, as recited in at least independent claims 46 and 75.

As alluded to above, Appellants note that the Examiner has not provided any

documentary evidence that changing the former ofTURNER would not prevent TURNER

from forming its intended web plies, i.e., to be uniform on each side with regard to fines,

fillers and fibers, and to exhibit a higher content of fines than fillers on both sides of each

ply. In other words, while, generally speaking, formers are utilized for similar purposes, i.e..
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.f„™andd.wate,*eweb,.hereisno.eachingorsugg.s.io„.ha.a„yof.hefonnersn„.«^

,yfl>eExa™i„erwou.daohieve*edes.edresuItsofTUKNER.a„dc.«aidy
no suggestion

«...hesfonnerswou.dopera«in*.
— recited ina. least i„depe„de„,c.atas

46.^

Mor»ver,AppeUantssub,„i.that.ifti.edesiredresu,tsof™Ra.enotacl,ieved

,,d,easse«edtnodif,eati„n,he„itwouldn„thavebeenobviousto.odi^TUKNERinthe

.annetsetfot,hbytheExan,iner.Fnrther,AppeUantsnotetha.itistheExan,iner.butden

.„ show tha, the asserted modification would not be contrary to the intended operation of

TURNER, which the Examiner has not shown.

Of course, Appellants further submit that, even assuming, ar^ndo, ftat the art of

recordsuggestedthattheassertedmodificationofTURNERenabledmodifiedTURNERto

operate in its intended mam>er (which Appellants submit it does not), such an apparau. or

process, as discussed above, d«s not correspond to the apparatus and process recited in at

least independent claims 46 and 75. Thus, notwithstanding whether the asserted modification

is proper (which Appellants submit it is not), no proper modification ofTURNER renders

the instant invention obvious.

Further, Appellants submit that even if it is considered tha. the prior art documents

re„derunpatentable.heinventionrecitedin.heindepende„tc,aims,whichAppe.lantssubmi.

they do not. the applied documents fail to anticipate the various recited parameters of the
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.™e.a„.o..e.,.a„..e.wi*,„*eappa..sfo.p.oaucins*e—
^^^^

^Herdefine^epresent—
Mor.v.,AppeUan.s.«h.sub«U.ha.

3, „ 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 axe separately patentable TURNER. In particular,

Appellants submit thatTURNERfailstoteaeh
or suggest,

«.*saidatlea^^

for^ereonrprisestwoc—
goontinuousdewaterlngbeltsconverginglyarrangedtof^

.,eadboxnlp,a„dinwbicHsalddewatenngbe,ts.eguided.anareaofs.dbeadboxnip

over a fomring element, as reelted 1„ clain. 48; a headbo. arr^ged to supply a fibrous

/.™,>,.™«.as,eeited.te.aim50;saidatleastonesaptorn,erco.prisesa,«r.^^^^^^^

.aa.co^S.P/o--»gedtofornra.leasttwolayers,wherei„..«..e.
— 0/

..e..*..v..— ofsaid first and second gap formers are op.o*.^

.ee«edlne.aim52;afirs..ayerofthea..easttwo,ayerstobecouehedtosetHer,iscreated

.^afourdrlnler former
andsbeetformatlonoftbef.rstlayeroccurswitb.he«s..co„.^^

...atedbys^aatleastonegapformerandsbeetformationoceursintheseeondlayerw.*
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„ CO..- ofnnes o. ..for... ^» ^"
^

.,>.«onofaheaaboxasscoiatedwi*s.af,rs.gapfo™e.—
e,^^^

«,eseco„a.a,e.o.a.edb,saidaUea.onesapfon„«isi„«o<iuce4afte.asepa,at,o„of

3aia.woae«a.Hn.be,.ofsaiaat.eas.onegapfo™eMo«.^-,-.-..-—
^^^^

M,...,.c»..«..o«ei»wm.heseoond,aye.Uio^edwi*.idoon.inuous^^^

.Hef.tands.ond.ay.stobecouched.ose.h.,as.oi.ed,ne,.»64;said
—

„..Uguided.saMcouohi„S-e.nagene.aUyhorizon..di«e.io.as^i.edi«c.a™

55;..co^..p/-^^-Bed.ofon«a.h.dUve.w..e..shee.fo™.«o.of«>^

,ay.oocu.wi.hahighe.conte„.off«eso„afonninge.e.e„tside,a„dwhe.i„d.eth.d

.,.Uoo„e.ed.os«.erwid,*eseoond.ayainaseco„deo.hi„gzo„e,as.ci.edi„da™

e6.hes«ea™di.c«o„ofaheadbox associated with
saia..cWg«p/.-.oo.espo„ds

.«,e»ave,d.e«io„of*efi«..ayercrea.dbysaidfou.drinie.fon„e.asrec,.edi„c>a.»

,7.«,e*.d.ave,isin.oduceda«ersep™.ionofsaid.wodewa..tasbeUsofsaidW

,^/o™..oge*awithsaidou.e.dewa.eri„gbeUi„.saidseco„doouchtaS-e.where.n

3econdandd,.d.aye.fo™edbysaidf,.ta„dsecondsapfon„e.s.asrec«ed»c,ai«6S;

3aid— Wire is glided a. ieas. in the area of said couching .nes in a gene«,Iy

,o,i.o„uadi.eciio„,as.eci.edinciai»69;...ro«.—
'.'../---^^^
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,He fo™a«on of an a. .as. «.ee..aye.ed fibrous web. wHe.i„ she.—
„

of

adai«o„aUay.ocou.wi.hahighe.oo«.en.offu>eson*efon„i..e.e.e„tsMe.where.„

«,eaadi«o„aUayeHseo.cheaina„aaai.ona,couohingzonewi«,o„eof*eat,eas..w„

.ye.fon„edby*efi..orseeonasapforn.e.a„dwhe.atleas,o„eof*ea.>eas.two

,ayersiscouohed.ogethe.wi.h*eaaa«io„a..y«so.ha.the.sideshavi„,hisher

off,„esco»eta.oo„n.aotwi*eachote.asreeitedinc.ai,n70>es«ean,aireetio„ofsa,d

headbox associated with said ,eas, one a^ional fonner corresponds to the travel

.section of .he fibrous web to be created, as reci.d in Cain. 71; a. ieas. one of a

,^..W^.a„da.«./W<.W^«^..isP-ided.asreci.edincla.„72;a.leas.one

Ua,,o. is provided, as reci.ed in clain, 73; .he a. leas, one gap fomrer

conrprises.wocircu.atingoon.inuousdewateringbeus.ha.run
together fonningaheadbox

,,.dwhichareguidedin.heareaof«,eheadboxnip.
loaded withafibroussuspension

byaheadbox,overafom,ingelen,en,asreci.edinc,ainr77;a,efom,ingelen.en.co™p„ses

a/<,™„«g™«.asreci.edinclainr78;.hea.leas.onegapformercon>prisesa,..g^/o™^^

a„daWg.p/o~Sed.ofom,a.leas.«vo layers, where. *e«..e«o„,e«,o/

..e;i...n.W.^/---opera.ed..p.o.,-.....«veM..c«^

elain>80;.hef.rs.ofthea..eas.tw„layers.obecouched.ogett.eriscreatedbyafourdr.n,er

former and sheet fomration of .he firs, layer occurs with a U,^r con,en. offines on .He
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• .he second layer is created by the at least

• .^n^>r^A lavBT with /iig/ier coYitent offines

one gap former and sheet formation occurs m the second layer w>m

. form., .e.e.* as recited . claim 8. the s.ea. of a headhox

.sociatedwiththefirstgapformer—..."S-™'-'^--'*--"^^^^^^^^

aewateringheltsof the at least one sapformer

.HchthcsecondlayerisiCedtosetherwiththeconttnuonsheltfortheftrst
and second

,ayerst„heconched.o.ether,asr.itedtaclaim9UaWw/o-Hsarransedtoform

athirdlayerwhereinsheetformationoftheth.d,ayeroccnrs.ithahishercontentof
fines

ontheforminselementside,andwhereintheth.dlayerisco«chedtose.herwith,hesecond

,,erinasecondco„chingzone,asreci.edinclaim92.,thestreamdirectionofaheadho.

.sociatedwi.htheW.«P/o--spondstothe.raveldirectionofthef.rs.layer

fom>edhythefourdrinierformer,asrecitedinc,aim93;the«/^.Hsintroducedafter

.eparation of the two dewatering belts of theW..p>- together with the outer

dewaterins belt into the second couching .ne .n which it is brought together with the

eontinuousbeltforthecouchtagofthesecondandthWlayerformedby^efnstandsecond

,ap formers, asrecitedin Claim 94; at least
one«^.,W..p/»™eMsarransedfort^^

forma.ionofanatleastthree-layeredfibrousweb,whereinsheetformati„nofthcadditional
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layer occurs with a higher content of fines on the forming element side, wherein the

additional layer is couched in an additional couching zone with one ofthe at least two layers

formed by the first or second gap former, and where at least one of the at least two layers is

couched together with the additional layer so that their sides having higher content of fines

come into contact with each other, as recited in claim 95; the stream direction of a headbox

associated with the additional gapformer corresponds to the travel direction ofthefibrous

web to be created, as recited in claim 96; and at least one of a multi-layered headbox and

single-layered headbox is used, as recited in claim 97.

Accordingly, Appellants request that the Board reverse the Examiner's decision to

finally reject claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a), and that

the application be remanded to the Examiner for withdrawal ofthe rejection over TURNER

and an early allowance of all claims on appeal.
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(C) Conclusion

Claims 46, 47, and 74 - 76 are patentable under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) over TURNER;

and claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over TURNER.

Specifically, the applied art of record fails to anticipate or render unpatentable the invention

recited in Appellants' claims 46 - 52, 62 - 80, and 89 - 97. Accordingly, Appellants

respectfully request that the Board reverse the outstanding rejections of the claims 46, 47,

and 74 - 76 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and of claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97

under 35 U.S.C.§ 103(a), and remand the application to the Examiner for withdrawal of the

rejections and allowance of the application.

Thus, Appellants respectfully submit that each and every pending claim ofthe present

application meets the requirements for patentability under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and 35 U.S.C.§

103(a), and that the present application and each pending claim are allowable over the prior

art of record.
^

Respectfully submitted.

Dr. Giinter HALMSCHi:Ai3ER et al

Neil F. Greenblum

Reg. No. 28,394

rt3
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October 21, 2003 ^^a^
GREENBLUM & BERNSTEIN, P.L.C.

1950 Roland Clarke Place

Reston,VA 20191

(703)716-1191

Attachment: Appendix: Claims on Appeal
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APPENDIX

CLAIMS ONAPPEAL

46. A machine for the production of a multi-layered fibrous web, comprising:

at least two formers for forming at least two layers in which each layer has a higher

content of fines on one side respectively; and

a couching zone in which the at least two layers are couched together such that each

layer's side having a higher content of fines contact each other;

wherein at least one of the at least two formers comprises at least one gap former.

47. The machine according to claim 46, wherein the fibrous web comprises one

of a paper web and cardboard web.

48. The machine according to claim 46, wherein said at least one gap former

comprises two circulating continuous dewatering belts convergingly arranged to form a

headbox nip, and in which said dewatering belts are guided in an area of said headbox nip

over a forming element.

49. The machine according to claim 48, further comprising a headbox arranged to

supply a fibrous suspension to said headbox nip.

50. The machine according to claim 48, wherein said forming element comprises

a forming roll.

51. The machine according to claim 49, wherein said at least one gap former

comprises a first gap former and a second gap former arranged to form at least two layers,
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wherein the higher content of fines side of said at least two layers occurs on a forming

element side.

52. The machine according to claim 51, wherein the web travel directions of said

first and second gap formers are opposite each other.

62. The machine according to claim 48, wherein a first layer of the at least two

layers to be couched together, is created by a fourdrinier former and sheet formation of the

first layer occurs with the higher content of fines on an outer side facing away from a

continuous wire, and wherein a second layer is created by said at least one gap former and

sheet formation occurs in the second layer with a higher content of fines on the forming

element side.

63. The machine according to claim 62, wherein a stream direction of a headbox

associated with said first gap former correlates in general with the travel direction ofthe first

layer created by said fourdrinier former.

64. The machine according to claim 62, wherein the second layer created by said

at least one gap former is introduced, after a separation of said two dewatering belts of said

at least one gap former, together with said outer dewatering belt into said couching zone in

which the second layer is joined with said continuous belt for the first and second layers to

be couched together.
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65. The machine according to claim 64, wherein said continuous wire is guided in

said couching zone in a generally horizontal direction.

66. The machine according to claim 62, further comprising a second gap former

arranged to form a third layer, wherein sheet formation ofthe third layer occurs with a higher

content of fines on a forming element side, and wherein the third layer is couched together

with the second layer in a second couching zone.

67. The machine according to claim 66, wherein the stream direction of a headbox

associated with said second gap former corresponds to the travel direction of the first layer

created by said fourdrinier former.

68. The machine according to claim 66, wherein the third layer is introduced after

separation of said two dewatering belts of said second gap former together with said outer

dewatering beU into said second couching zone, wherein the second layer is brought together

with said continuous belt for couching together the second and third layers formed by said

first and second gap formers.

69. The machine according to claim 66, wherein said continuous wire is guided at

least in the area of said couching zones in a generally horizontal direction.

70. The machine according to claim 53, further comprising at least one additional

gap former arranged for the formation ofan at least three-layered fibrous web, wherein sheet

formation ofthe additional layer occurs with a higher content of fines on the forming element
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side, wherein the additional layer is couched in an additional couching zone with one ofthe

at least two layers formed by the first or second gap former, and where at least one of the at

least two layers is couched together with the additional layer so that their sides having higher

content of fines come into contact with each other.

71. The machine according to claim 70, wherein the stream direction of said

headbox associated with said at least one additional gap former corresponds to the travel

direction of the fibrous web to be created.

72. The machine according to claim 70, wherein at least one of a multi-layered

headbox and a single layered headbox is provided.

73. The machine according to claim 48, wherein at least one single layered

headbox is provided.

74. The machine according to claim 46, further comprising uniform pressure

dewatering elements for web dewatering.

75. A process for the production of a multi-layered fibrous web, comprising:

forming at least two layers via at least two formers, such that each layer has a side

with a higher fines content;

couching together the at least two layers in a couching zone so that the sides with

higher fines content contact each other;

wherein at least one ofthe at least two layers is formed by at least one gap former.
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76. The process according to claim 75, wherein the fibrous web comprises one of

a paper web or a cardboard web.

77. The process according to claim 75, wherein the at least one gap former

comprises two circulating continuous dewatering belts that run together forming a headbox

nip and which are guided in the area of the headbox nip, loaded with a fibrous suspension

by a headbox, over a forming element.

78. The process according to claim 77, wherein the forming element comprises a

forming roll.

79. The process according to claim 77, wherein the at least one gap former

comprises a first gap former and a second gap former arranged to form at least two layers,

wherein the higher content of fines side of said at least two layers occurs on a forming

element side.

80. The process according to claim 79, wherein the first and second gap formers

are operated in opposite web travel directions.

89. The process according to claim 75, wherein the first of the at least two layers

to be couched together is created by a fourdrinier former and sheet formation ofthe first layer

occurs with a higher content of fines on the outside facing away fi-om the continuous wire,

and the second layer is created by the at least one gap former and sheet formation occurs in

the second layer with a higher content of fines on a forming element side.
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90. The process according to claim 89, wherein the stream direction of a headbox

associated with the first gap former correlates in general with the travel direction ofthe first

layer created by the fourdrinier former.

9 1 . The process according to claim 89, wherein the second layer created by the at

least one gap former is guided to the couching zone after separation ofthe two dewatering

belts of the at least one gap former together with the outer dewatering belt, in which the

second layer is joined together with the continuous belt for the first and second layers to be

couched together.

92. The process according to claim 89, wherein a second gap former is arranged

to form a third layer wherein sheet formation ofthe third layer occurs with a higher content

offines on the forming element side, and wherein the third layer is couched together with the

second layer in a second couching zone.

93 . The process according to claim 92, wherein the stream direction of a headbox

associated with the second gap former corresponds to the travel direction of the first layer

formed by the fourdrinier former.

94. The process according to claim 92, wherein the third layer is introduced after

separation of the two dewatering belts of the second gap former together with the outer

dewatering belt into the second couching zone in which it is brought together with the
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continuous belt for the couching ofthe second and third layer formed by the first and second

gap formers.

95. The process according to claim 79, wherein at least one additional gap former

is arranged for the formation of an at least three-layered fibrous web, wherein sheet

formation ofthe additional layer occurs with a higher content of fines on the forming element

side, wherein the additional layer is couched in an additional couching zone with one of the

at least two layers formed by the first or second gap former, and where at least one of the at

least two layers is couched together with the additional layer so that their sides having higher

content of fines come into contact with each other.

96. The process according to claim 95, wherein the stream direction of a headbox

associated with the additional gap former corresponds to the travel direction of the fibrous

web to be created.

97. The process according to claim 77, wherein at least one of a multi-layered

headbox and single-layered headbox is used.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Appellants : Dr. GOnter HALMSCHLAGER e, al.

^^^^^^^.^^^^

ApptaNo. : 09/646,119
Examiner: J. Fortuna

Piled : January 21, 2000

§ 371 Date : October 30, 2000

For
• MACHINE AND PROCESS FOR PRODUCING A MULTI-

LAYERED FIBROUS WEB

APPEAL BRIEF UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.192

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

This appeal is from the Examiner's fmal rejection of claims 46 - 52, 62 - 80, and 89 -

97 as set forth in the Final Official Action of April 21, 2003.

A Notice ofAppeal in response to the April 2 1 , 2003 Final Office Action was filed

August 21, 2003, along with a Request for a One-month Extension of Time. Further, the

instant Appeal Brief is being timely submitted by the two-month date from the Notice of

Appeal of October 21, 2003.

As the requisite fee under 37 C.F.R. 1.17(c) in the amount of $ 320.00 for the filing

of the Appeal Brief was paid by check on July 29, 2002 with the original submission of

Appellants' Appeal Brief, Appellants submit herewith a check in the amount of $10.00 to

make a total amount of $330.00 submitted for filing the- instant- Appeal Brief As the
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Examiner reopened prosecution subsequent to receipt of Appellants' Brief, Appellants

submit that the fee submitted with the original Appeal Brief is still on account in the U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, and that no additional fees are required for entry and

consideration ofthe instant Appeal Brief However, in the event that additional filing fees

are deemed necessary, the undersigned authorizes the charging of any fees to ensure

consideration of this Appeal Brief to Deposit Account No. 19 - 0089.

This appeal brief is being submitted in tripUcate, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 1.192(a).

(1) REAL PARTY IN INTEREST

The real party in interest is Voith Sulzer Papiertechnik Patent GmbH by an assignment

recorded in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on October 30, 2000 at Reel 011271 and

Frame 0625.

(2) RELATED APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES

No related appeals and/or interferences are pending.

(3) STATUS OF THE CLAIMS

Claims 46 - 97 are currently pending, i.e., claims 46 - 52, 62 - 80, and 89 - 97 stand

finally rejected, while claims 53 - 61 and 81 - 88 have been allowed. Thus, only claims 46 -

52, 62 - 80, and 89 - 97 are at issue m the instant appeal.
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(4) STATUS OF THE AMENDMENTS

No amendments have been entered subsequent to the Final Office Action of April 21,

2003.

(5) SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The instant invention is directed to a machine for producing a multi-layered fibrous

web, e.g., a paper or cardboard web, in which the layers created by each former are couched

together, i.e., connected. (Specification page 1, lines 3 - 6). According to an exemplary

embodiment, the instant invention includes a machine arranged so that at least two layers,

which are to be couched together, are formed so that each layer has on one side a higher

content of fines, and the at least two layers are guided to the applicable couching zones in

such a way that the sides having the higher content of fines come into contact with each

other. (Specification page 2, lines 8-12). As a result of this arrangement, the web exhibits

better layer adhesion, higher retention, a lower risk of so-called "sheet-sealing"effects, less

residue during dewatering, less dusting, as well as exhibiting a positive influence on the

paper characteristics concerning porosity, roughness, penetration characteristics, and

printability. (Specification page 2, lines 14-18).

While a number of embodiments are discussed, each embodiment of the invention

includes that each of the two layers to be couched together includes a side with a higher

content of fines and the layers are guided to a couching zone in such a manner that the sides
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With the higher fines contents come into contact with each other. (Specification page 6, line

30 - page 7, line 4)

In accordance with the invention, at least one ofthe at least two layers to be couched

together in the manner discussed above can be formed by a gap former. (Specification page

2, line 20-21; Figure 3). Moreover, each of the at least two layers to be couched together

in accordance with the invention can be formed by gap formers. (Specification page 2, lines

27 - 28; Figure 1). Still fiirther, the layers to be couched together according to the features

of the invention can be formed in a variety of manners. (Figures 2, 4, and 5).

(6) ISSUES

(A) Whether Claims 46, 47, and 74 - 76 are Improperly Rejected Under 35

U.S.C. § 102(b) as being Anticipated by TURNER et al. (U.S. Patent No.

4,830,709) [hereinafter "TURNER"]; and

(B) Whether Claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 are Improperly

Rejected Under 35 U.S.C.§ 103(a) as being Unpatentable Over TURNER.

(7) GROUPING OF CLAIMS

For the purpose ofthis appeal. Appellants submit that the claims can be grouped for

each identified issue as follows:

(A) Claims 46 and 47 stand or fall together, and claims 75 and 76 stand or fall

together. Claim 74 is separately patentable.
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(B) Claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 are separately patentable.

Moreover, Appellants submit that the reasons for separate patentability of the noted

claims is set forth hereinbelow.

(8) ARGUMENT

(A) The Rejection of Claims 46, 47, and 74 - 76 Under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as

being Anticipated by TURNER is in Error, the Rejection Should be Reversed,

and the AppUcation Should be Remanded to the Examiner.

The Examiner asserts that TURNER shows a device for making multi-ply paper in

which the different plies are made in separate headboxes and couched together at their sides

having more fines, and that column 2, lines 12 - 18 disclose that advantages ofjoining the

plies using the surface having the most fines. Appellants traverse the Examiner's assertions.

Appellants' independent claim 46 recites, inter alia, at least two formers for forming

at least two layers in which each layer has a higher content offines on one side respectively,

and a couching zone in which the at least two layers are couched together such that each

layer's side having a higher content offines contact each other, wherein at least one ofthe

at least two formers comprises at least one gapformer. Appellants' independent claim 75

recites, inter alia, forming at least two layers via at least two formers, such that each layer

has a side with a higherfines content, and couching together the at least two layers in a

couching zone so that the sides with higherfines content contact each other, wherein at least
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one ofthe two layers is formed by at least one gapformer. Appellants submit thatTURNER

fails to disclose at least the above-noted features of the instant invention.

Moreover, in the Final Action, the Examiner asserts that TURNER shows a device

that has all of the structural limitations of the apparatus defined by the rejected claims,

"because the device as shown is capable ofjoining the plies as claimed." Appellants submit

that, as this assertion is not accurate, the instant rejection is improper and should be reversed.

Anticipation under 35 U.S.C. § 102 requires the disclosure in a single piece of prior

art to show each and every limitation of a claimed invention. Moha, B.V. v. Diamond

Automation, Inc., 325 F.3d 1306, 1321 (Fed. Cir. 2003); Celeritas Technologies, Ltd. v.

RocMl international Corporation, 150 F.3d 1354, 1360, 47 USPQ 2d 1516, 1522 (Fed.

Cir. 199%); Applied Medical Resources
Corporation v. UnUedStates Surgical Corporation,

147 F.3d 1374, 1377, 47 USPQ2d 1289, 1291 (Fed. Cir. 1998); Rockwell International

Corporation v. The United States, et al.,lAl F.3d 1358, 47 USPQ2d 1027, 1029 (Fed. Cir.

1998).

The single piece of prior art must describe and enable all limitations of the claimed

invention with "sufficient clarity and detail" so that those ordinarily skilled in the art would

recognize that the claimed subject matter already existed in the prior art. Elan

Pharmaceuticals Inc. v. Mayo Foundationfor Medical Education
and Research, 64 USPQ2d

1292, 1296 (Fed. Cir. 2002); Crown Operations International, Ltd v. Solutia Inc., 289 F.3d
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1367, 1375, 62 USPQ2d 1917, 1921 (Fed. Cir. 2002); In re Spada, 911 F.2d 705, 708, 15

USPQ2d 1655, 1657 (Fed. Cir. 1990).

Appellants note that, while disclosing a multi-ply forming apparatus and process,

TURNER fails to disclose a gap former arranged to produce a web layer having one side with

higher fines content than the other, and, therefore, certainly fails to disclose joining the sides

ofthe layers having the higher fines content together, as recited in at least independent claims

46 and 75. That is, because TURNER provides no disclosure that each web layer is formed

to have one side with a higher fines content than the other, Appellants submit that the

Examiner's assertions that TURNER is structurally the same as the recited invention is

without basis in the art of record.

In view ofthe above, it is apparent that TURNER fails to disclose an arrangement or

process in which that the sides ofthe web layers having the higher fines content are couched

together in a couching zone. That is, because TURNER fails to provide the necessary

structure to form the web layers in the mamier recited in at least independent claims 46 and

75, Appellants submit that TURNER cannot even arguably anticipate the recited feature that

the sides having the higher fines content (not taught by TURNER) are couched together, as

is likewise recited in claims 46 and 75.

As Appellants have maintained throughout the prosecution of this application, the

Examiner has made certain assumptions ofthe TURNER process and apparatus based upon

7-
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the disclosure in the instant application, which are not based upon any specific teaching

presented in TURNER. In particular, Appellants note that the Examiner continues to

construe the disclosure of TURNER in view of Appellants' own disclosure, instead of

interpreting the disclosure ofTURNER in light ofthat which was known to those ordinarily

skilled in the art at the time of the instant invention. As such. Appellants submit that the

Examiner misconstrues column 2, lines 12-18 ofTURNER ("by dewatering through both

surfaces of both the top and bottom plies, formation of the individual plies is accomplished

faster and, equally important, the ply faces which come into ply bonding engagement are

better prepared, by virtue of having more fines and less fillers at their surface, to remain

permanently bonded together") as a teaching that one surface of each ply has a higher fines

content than the other. However, Appellants submit that, when read without the benefit of

Appellants' disclosure, one ordinarily skilled in the art would not understand TURNER to

teach that which the Examiner asserts. Instead, the plain meaning ofthe words ofTURNER

merely discloses that the bonding surfaces have more fines that fillers, not that the bonding

surfaces of layers have a higher fines content than their opposite surfaces.

Appellants submit that, as the Examiner's continued (mis)interpretation ofTURNER

is based solely upon review ofthe instant application and claims, the asserted rejection is not

based upon the disclosure of TURNER In particular, TURNER fails to disclose an

arrangement or process to form one side of a web layer with a higher fines content than the
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other side, and no disclosure of an arrangement or process in which sides of web layers

having higher fines contents than their other sides are couched together, as recited in the

independent claims. Thus, Appellants submit that the rejection is improper and should be

withdrawn.

In contrast to the instant invention, TURNER specifically discloses a process and

apparatus specially designed to join together ply faces that have "more fines and less fillers

at their surface," and that this objective is achieved through dewatering both surfaces of each

ply. (TURNER, column 2, lines 12 - 18). However, TURNER provides absolutely no

disclosure regarding that comparative amounts of fines between opposite sides of the web.

Thus, Appellants submit that the only reasonable interpretation ofTURNER'S disclosure,

when considering only the disclosure of TURNER, is that the surfaces of each ply to be

joined are dewatered so that the surfaces to be joined contain a higher content of fines than

a content of fillers.

However, Appellants submit that ply surfaces having a higher fines to fillers content

is not the same as a ply having one surface with a higher fines content than the other surface,

which is recited in Appellants' claims.

Moreover, because TURNER fails to provide any disclosure in which fines content

between opposite sides of a same ply are compared, or even discussed, Appellants submit

that there is no teaching in TURNER to even arguably interpret that web plies are formed to
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have a higher fines content on one side than the other side, or that the sides of web plies

having the higher fines content are couched together, as recited in at least independent claims

46 and 75.

In fact, Appellants note that even TURNER teaches against the Examiner's

interpretation. As is expressly disclosed at column 1, lines 52 - 66,

The top ply is formed between two forming wires along a gently undulating

path where the dewatering process is carried out through both its facesjo

produce a web which has a more uniform distribution offines, ffrs^^^

fibers on both its sides, thus providing its surfaces with a greater affinity for

ply bonding. This dewatering through both sides not only produces a more

uniform, one-sided web (i.e., a web wherein both sides are more nearly the

same after the dewateringprocess), but in addition, this degree ofdewatenng

ofthe top ply is accomplished quickly so it can have a higher cahper and still

be broujit into ply bonding contact with the surface ofthe base ply which may

be formed on an ordinary fourdrinier-type papermaking machine, [emphasis

added].

Thus, Appellants submit that, as TURNER expressly discloses an intention to produce a

uniform web in which both sides are more nearly the same after dewatering, the Examiner's

assertions of anticipation are contrary to the express disclosure of the applied document.

Further, Appellants note that, while the surfaces ofthe individual layers to be couched

together according to the instant invention may have a higher fmes content than filler content,

in order to anticipate the instant invention TURNER must disclose every recited feature of

the invention, including that each layer has a higher fmes content on one side, and that the

- 10-
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sides with the higher fines content are couched together in a couching zone, as recited in at

least independent claims 46 and 75.

Moreover, Appellants note that, by expressly disclosing an intention to "produce a

web having a more unifom, distribution of fines, fillers and fibers on botk sides, thus

providing Us surfaces with a greater affinity for ply bonding." [emphasis added]. CTURNER,

column 1, lines 54 - 57), TURNER fails to provide any teaching of couching together

surfaces of individual plies having a higher fines content than its opposite ply surface. In

other words, as TURNER'S expressed intent of a uniform distribution of fines, fillers, and

fibers on both sides is contrary to forming individual plies having a higher fmes content on

one surface as compared to its other surface. Tbus, Appellants submit ftat TURNER fails

to provide any disclosure of an apparatus or process for couching together the surfaces of

each ply having a hi^er content of fines than its other ply surface, as recited in at leas,

independent claims 46 and 75. Instead, the only guidance to the practitioner in the ar,

provided by TURNER is tot, in to production ofa layered web, both surfaces of each ply

are formed to be uniform and essentially to same, i.e., with a higher content of fines to

fiUers, so to. each surface of each ply is provided with a greater affinity for ply bonding.

Thus, AppeUants submit tot, as TURNER fails to disclose every recited feature of

a,e insmnt invention, to Examiner has failed to provide any adequate evidentiary basis to

- 11 -
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support a rejection of antidpation under
35 U.S.C. § 102(b). Thus, Appellants submit that

the instant rejection is improper and should be withdrawn.

Further, contrary to the Examiner's assertions, no admission has been made by

Appellants that merely formingawebonasingle
wire producesahigher content offines on

theunsupportedsidcnorhaveAppellantsadmittedthatitiswentaownfltattheunsupported

side contains the most fines due to less dewatering. While the "Background of the

invention" section of the instant application identifies a number of known formers, this

disclosure also sets forth specific action necessary to achieve a concentration of fines at a

particul. side ofthe web. Appellants have made no representations that this information is

prior art. Moreover, whUe a fourdrinier former is discussed, the background discussion is

notan admission thatthe concentration of fines atfteupp. side achieved withpower pulses

was known to those ordinarily skilled in art at the time ofthe invention.

Moreover, notwithstanding Appellants' background discussion. Appellants note that

TURNER fails to disclose that the employed fourdrinier former utilizes power pulses to

control the concentration offines. and specifically discloses that its process and apparatus

utilize dewatering through both surfaces ofbo* the top and bottom plies so that a desired

uniformity and bonding affmity, i.e.. a higher content of fines to fillers, for bo* sides is

achieved.

- 12-
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Thus, Appellants note that, even assuming, arguendo, one were to consider

Appellants' discussion of background information as an admission of prior art (which

Appellants submit it is not), the disclosed app^atus and process of TURNER, which

expressly discloses dewatering through both sides ofeach ply, is contrary «> this disclosure.

Moreover, it would not have been apparent to modify TURNER in view of this information

becausetodosowouldehminateTURNER'sintentionofproducingauniformwebinwhich

each surface has an affinity for bonding by having a higher content of fines to fillers.

Because TURNER fails to disclose at least the above-noted features, Appellants

submit that the applied art feils to disclose each and every recited feature of the instant

invention. Accordingly, Appellants submit that the Examiner has failed to establish an

adequate evidentiary basis to support a rejection of anticipation under 35 U.S.C. §
102(b),

and that the instant rejections are unproper and should be withdrawn.

Further still. Appellants submit that even if it is considered that the prior art

docmnents anticipate the invention recited in the independent claims, which Appellants

submit ftey do not, the applied documents fail to anticipate the various recited parameters

ofthe formers and/or their anangement within die apparatus for producing the multilayered

web m accordance with the features ofthe instant invention. Thus, Appellants submit that

claims 47, 74, and 76 are allowable at least for the reason that these claims depend from

allowable base clahns and because these claims recite additional features that ft^er defme

13
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^ present invention. Moreover, Appellants toher submit that olain. 74 is separately

paten^^bleTUmR-Inp—
,AppeUa„tssutait*at™Rfailsto^^^^^^^^

alia, unifonnpres^^e
ie^aterin, elements for web dewatering, as recited in claim 74.

Accordingly, Appellants request tbat the Board reverse the Examiner's decision to

finally reject claims 46, 47. and 74 - 76 under 35 U.S.C. 1 102(b), and that the apphcation

^ remanded to the Examiner tor withdrawal of the rejection over TURNER and an early

allowance of all claims on appeal.

(B) The Rejection of Claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 Under 35

U.S.C. § 103(a) as being Unpatentable Over
TURNER is in Error, the Rejection

Should be Reversed, and the AppUcation Should be Remanded to the Exan.h.er.

Tl,e Examiner asserts that, while TURNER fails to disclose various recited feah^es

oftheinstant invention, the Examiner assertsthat.hescfeab.es are flMctionallyequiva,^

element andtheuseofonefor
the oti,erw„uldhavebee„obvious.

Appellants traverse the

Examiner's assertions.

Rejectionsbasedon35U.S.C. § 103 must rest on afi^ basis with ftese facts being

interpreted witi>ou. hh>dsigh. reconstruction of .he invention from the prior art. The

Examiner has tire initial du.y of supplying tite facial basis for ti,e rejection and may no,

because ofdoub. d,a.*e invention is patentable, resort speculation, unfounded assumption

orhindsight reconstructionto supply deficiencies in the factual b.is. Seein re Wam^, 379

- 14
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F.2d 1011, 1017. 154 USPQ 173. 177 (CCPA 1967). As stated in W.L Gore & Associates.

,„c. V. Garlock inc., 721 F.2d 1540. 1553. 220 USPQ 303. 312-313 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cer,.

dOTierf, 469 U.S. 851 (1984);

[tlo imbue one of ordinary skill in the art with knowledge ofthe "V^tion m

sm° when no prior art reference or references ofrecord convey or sugg«t that

is to faU victim to the insidious effect of a hindsight syndrome

HXinL which only *e inventor taught is used agamst ,ts teacher.

I, is apparent that fte only reason to modify TURNER m the manner proposed by die

Examiner results from a review ofAppellants' disclosure and the application impermissible

hindsight.

Appellants submit that, because TURNER expressly discloses that both surfaces of

the plies to be dewatered andjoined are formed «> have a more m,iform distribution of fines,

fillers and fibers, and because it is dre intention ofTURNER drat *is dewatering procedure

produce web plies in which both sides ofthe web are more nearly the same, TURNER fails

to teach or even arguably suggest the subject matter noted above as deficient in TURNER.

That is. Appellants submit fliat TURNER fails to teach or suggest producing a

individual layers in which each layer has a side havmg a higher content of fines ftan the

other side, and fails to teach fl.at d>ese sides having the higher fines content are couched

together, as recited in a, least independent claims 46 and 75. Moreover, as discussed above,

the Examiner's interpretation of TURNER'S disclosure is colored by his review of

Appellants' disclosure and claims. Sunilarly. Appellants submit titat the Examiner's

15
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assertions of obviousness are likewise based upon this improper interpretation ofTURNER

as a result of a review of Appellants' invention.

Accordingly, Appellants submit that TURNER fails to provide the requisite

motivation or rationale for modification in the manner asserted by the Examiner, and that the

Examiner's assertions of obviousness are based, not upon any particular teaching or

suggestion provided in TURNER, but instead are based upon an improper interpretation of

TURNER after reviewing Appellants' disclosure and claims. Thus, Appellants submit that

the instant obviousness rejection is based upon the use of impermissible hindsight, such that

Appellants invention suggests the Examiner's interpretation ofthe art of record.

Further, because TURNER fails to provide any teaching or suggestion with regard to

forming a web ply having a surface with a higher fines content than its other surface,

Appellants submit that TURNER cannot teach or suggest the recited apparatus and/or process

features ofthe present invention that achieve this result. Accordingly, Appellants submit that

no proper modification ofTURNER teaches or suggests the combination of features recited

in at least the independent claims, and, therefore, that TURNER fails to render unpatentable

the instant invention.

In establishing a prima facie case of obviousness under 35 U.S.C. § 103, it is

incumbent upon the Examiner to provide a reason why one of ordinary skill in the art would

have found it obvious to modify a prior art reference or to combine reference teachings to

16
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arrive at the claimed invention. See Ex parte Clapp, 227 USPQ 972 (BPAI 1985) To this

end, the requisite motivation must stem from some teaching, suggestion or inference in the

prior art as a whole or from the knowledge generally available to one of ordinary skill in the

art and not from Applicant's disclosure. See, for example, Uniroyal, Inc. v. Rudkin-Wiley

Corp., 837 F.2d 1044, 5 USPQ2d 1434 (Fed. Cir. 1988). Notwithstanding the Examiner's

statement in the rejection that it would have been obvious to modify TURNER, Appellants

contend that the Examiner has not set forth any reasons why one of ordinary skill in the art

would have been led to modify the apparatus and process ofTURNER. It is respectfully

submitted that the courts have long held that it is impermissible to use Appellants' claimed

invention as an instruction manual or "template" to piece together teachings of the prior art

so that the claimed invention is purportedly rendered obvious. See In re Fritch, 972 R.2d

1260, 1266, 23 USPQ2d 1780, 1784 (Fed. Cir. 1992).

While the Exammer has made sweeping unsubstantiated assertions regarding the

interchangeability of various formers, he has not provided any teaching or suggestion why

it would have been obvious or even possible for these formers to produce a web layer having

a higher content of fines on one side, as is recited in the pending claims. By way of example.

Appellants note that, while TURNER discloses a former that includes two converging

forming wires, the crescent former ofU.S. Patent No. 3,378,435 includes a forming wire and

a felt arranged to converge. Thus, as the two formers are structurally distinct from each

17
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Other, Appellants submit that it is not apparent that substituting a crescent former for the

former ofTURNER would enable TURNER to operate in its intended manner, i.e., there is

no teaching or suggestion in the art of record that the crescent former forms a layer having

a bonding surface with a higher content of fines than fillers, as required by TURNER.

Similar defects arise with the Examiner's other baseless assertions of obviousness.

Because it is not apparent fi-om the art ofrecord that the crescent former (or any other

type of former) will enable TURNER to operate in its intended manner, Appellants submit

that the art ofrecord fails to provide the necessary motivation or rationale for combining the

applied art in the manner asserted by the Examiner.

Moreover, because the Examiner has not shown that it would have been apparent from

the disclosure TURNER to form the web layers having one side with a higher fines content

than the other side, Appellants submit that there is certainly no suggestion of an arrangement

in which sides of web layers having the higher fmes content are couched together in a

couching zone, as recited in at least independent claims 46 and 75.

As alluded to above, Appellants note that the Examiner has not provided any

documentary evidence that changing the former ofTURNER would not prevent TURNER

from forming its intended web plies, i.e., to be uniform on each side with regard to fmes,

fillers and fibers, and to exhibit a higher content of fmes than fillers on both sides of each

ply. In other words, while, generally speaking, formers are utilized for similar purposes, i.e..

18-
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to form and dewater the web, there is no teaching or suggestion that any ofthe formers noted

by the Examiner would achieve the desired results ofTURNER, and certainly no suggestion

that thes formers would operate in the manner recited in at least independent claims 46 and

75.

Moreover, Appellants submit that, ifthe desired results ofTURNER are not achieved

by the asserted modification, then it would not have been obvious to modify TURNER in the

manner set forth by the Examiner. Further, Appellants note that it is the Examiner's burden

to show that the asserted modification would not be contrary to the intended operation of

TURNER, which the Examiner has not shown.

Of course, Appellants fiirther submit that, even assuming, arguendo, that the art of

record suggested that the asserted modification ofTURNER enabled modified TURNER to

operate in its intended manner (which Appellants submit it does not), such an apparatus or

process, as discussed above, does not correspond to the apparatus and process recited in at

least independent claims 46 and 75. Thus, notwithstanding whether the asserted modification

is proper (which Appellants submit it is not), no proper modification ofTURNER renders

the instant invention obvious.

Further, Appellants submit that even if it is considered that the prior art documents

render unpatentable the mvention recited in the independent claims, which Appellants submit

they do not, the applied documents fail to anticipate the various recited parameters of the

19-
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formers and/or their arrangement within the apparatus for producing the muhilayered web

in accordance with the features ofthe instant invention. Thus, Appellants submit that claims

48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 are allowable at least for the reason that these claims

depend from allowable base claims and because these claims recite additional features that

further define the present invention. Moreover, Appellants further submit that claims 48 -

52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 are separately patentable TURNER. In particular,

Appellants submit that TURNER fails to teach or suggest, inter alia, said at least one gap

former comprises two circulating continuous dewatering belts convergingly arranged to form

a headbox nip, and in which said dewatering belts are guided in an area of said headbox nip

over a forming element, as recited in claim 48; a headbox arranged to supply a fibrous

suspension to said headbox nip, as recited in claim 49; said forming element comprises a

forming roll, as recited in claim 50; said at least one gap former comprises afirst gapformer

and a secondgapformer arranged to form at least two layers, wherein the higher content of

fines side ofsaid at least two layers occurs on aforming element side, as recited in claim 5 1

;

the web travel directions of said first and second gap formers are opposite each other, as

recited in claim 52; a first layer of the at least two layers to be couched together, is created

by a fourdrinier former and sheet formation ofthe first layer occurs with the higher content

offines on an outer sidefacing awayfi-om a continuous wire, and wherein a second layer

is created by said at least one gap former and sheet formation occurs in the second layer with

20
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a higher content offines on the firming element side, as recited in claim 62; a stream

direction of a headbox associated with said first gap former correlates in general with the

travel direction ofthefirst layer created by said fourdrinier former, as recited in claim 63;

the second layer created by said at least one gap former is introduced, after a separation of

said two dewatering belts of said at least one gap former, together with said outer dewatering

belt into said couching zone in which the second layer is joined with said continuous belt for

the furst and second layers to be couched together, as recited in claim 64; said continuous

wire is guided in said couching zone in a generally horizontal direction, as recited in claim

65; a second gapformer arranged to form a third layer, wherein sheet formation ofthe third

layer occurs with a higher content of fines on a forming element side, and wherein the third

layer is couched together with the second layer in a second couching zone, as recited in claim

66; the stream direction of a headbox associated with said secondgapformer corresponds

to the travel direction ofthe first layer created by said fourdrinier former, as recited in claim

67; the third layer is introduced after separation of said two dewatering belts of said second

gapformer together with said outer dewatering belt into said second couching zone, wherein

the second layer is brought together with said continuous belt for couching together the

second and third layers formed by said first and second gap formers, as recited in claim 68;

said continuous wire is guided at least in the area of said couching zones in a generally

horizontal direction, as recited in claim 69; at least one additional gapformer arranged for
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the formation of an at least three-layered fibrous web, wherein sheet formation of the

additional layer occurs with ahigher content of fines on the forming element side, wherein

the additional layer is couched in an additional couching zone with one of the at least two

layers formed by the first or second gap former, and where at least one of the at least two

layers is couched together with the additional layer so that their sides having higher content

of fines come into contact with each other, as recited in claim 70; the stream direction of said

headbox associated with said at least one additional gapformer corresponds to the travel

direction of the fibrous web to be created, as recited in claim 71; at least one of 2. multi-

layeredheadbox and a single layered headbox is provided, as recited in claim 72; at least one

single layered headbox is provided, as recited in claim 73; the at least one gap former

comprises two circulating continuous dewatering belts that run together forming a headbox

nip and which are guided in the area of the headbox nip, loaded with a fibrous suspension

by a headbox, over a forming element, as recited in claim 77; the forming element comprises

2iforming roll, as recited in claim 78; the at least one gap former comprises ^first gapformer

and a secondgapformer arranged to form at least two layers, wherein the higher content of

fines side ofsaid at least two layers occurs on aforming element side, as recited in claim 79;

ihQfirst and secondgapformers are operated in opposite web travel directions, as recited in

claim 80; the first ofthe at least two layers to be couched together is created by a fourdrinier

former and sheet formation of the first layer occurs with a higher content offines on the
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outsidefacing awayfrom the continuous wire, and the second layer is created by the at least

one gap former and sheet formation occurs in the second layer with a higher content offines

on a forming element side, as recited m claim 89; the stream direction of a headbox

associated with the first gap former correlates in general with the travel direction ofthefirst

layer created by thefourdrinierformer, as recited in claim 90; the second layer created by

the at least one gap former is guided to the couching zone after separation of the two

dewatering belts of the at least one gap former together with the outer dewatering belt, in

which the second layer is joined together with the continuous belt for the first and second

layers to be couched together, as recited in claun 9 1 ; a secondgapformer is arranged to form

a third layer wherein sheet formation of the third layer occurs with a higher content of fines

on the forming element side, and wherein the third layer is couched together with the second

layer in a second couching zone, as recited in claim 92; the stream direction of a headbox

associated with the second gapformer corresponds to the travel direction of the first layer

formed by the fourdrinier former, as recited in claim 93; the third layer is introduced after

separation of the two dewatering belts of the second gap former together with the outer

dewatering belt into the second couching zone in which it is brought together with the

continuous belt for the couching ofthe second and third layer formed by the first and second

gap formers, as recited in claim 94; at least one additional gapformer is arranged for the

formation ofan at least three-layered fibrous web, wherein sheet formation ofthe additional
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layer occurs with a higher content of fines on the forming element side, wherein the

additional layer is couched in an additional couching zone with one ofthe at least two layers

formed by the first or second gap former, and where at least one ofthe at least two layers is

couched together with the additional layer so that their sides having higher content of fines

come into contact with each other, as recited m claim 95; the stream direction of a headbox

associated with the additional gapformer corresponds to the travel direction ofthefibrous

web to be created, as recited in claim 96; and at least one of a multi-layered headbox and

single-layered headbox is used, as recited in claim 97.

Accordingly, Appellants request that the Board reverse the Examiner's decision to

finally reject claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a), and that

the appUcation be remanded to the Examiner for withdrawal ofthe rejection over TURNER

and an early allowance of all claims on appeal.
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(C) Conclusion

Claims 46, 47, and 74 - 76 are patentable under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) over TURNER;

and claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) over TURNER.

recited in Appellants' claims 46 - 52, 62 - 80, and 89 - 97. Accordingly, Appellants

respectfully request that the Board reverse the outstanding rejections of the claims 46, 47,

and 74 - 76 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and of claims 48 - 52, 62 - 73, 77 - 80, and 89 - 97

under 35 U.S.C.§ 103(a), and remand the appUcation to the Examiner for withdrawal ofthe

rejections and allowance of the application.

Thus, Appellants respectfully submit that each and every pending claim ofthe present

application meets the requirements for patentabiUty under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and 35 U.S.C.§

103(a), and that the present appUcation and each pending claim are allowable over the prior

art of record. '

Specifically, the applied art of record fails to anticipate or render unpatentable the invention

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Giinter HALMSGHfAGER-et al
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APPENDIX

CLAIMS ONAPPEAL

46. A machine for the production of a multi-layered fibrous web, comprising:

at least two formers for forming at least two layers in which each layer has a higher

content of fines on one side respectively; and

a couchmg zone in which the at least two layers are couched together such that each

layer's side having a higher content of fines contact each other;

wherein at least one ofthe at least two formers comprises at least one gap former.

47. The machine according to claim 46, wherein the fibrous web comprises one

of a paper web and cardboard web.

48. The machine according to claim 46, wherein said at least one gap former

comprises two circulating continuous dewatering belts convergingly arranged to form a

headbox nip, and in which said dewatering beUs are guided in an area of said headbox nip

over a forming element.

49. The machine according to claim 48, further comprising a headbox arranged to

supply a fibrous suspension to said headbox nip.

50. The machine according to claim 48, wherein said forming element comprises

a forming roll.

51. The machine according to claim 49, wherein said at least one gap former

comprises a first gap former and a second gap former arranged to form at least two layers,
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wherein the higher content of fines side of said at least two layers occurs on a forming

element side.

52. The machine according to claim 5 1 , wherein the web travel directions of said

first and second gap formers are opposite each other.

62. The machine according to claim 48, wherein a first layer of the at least two

layers to be couched together, is created by a fourdrinier former and sheet formation of the

fu-st layer occurs with the higher content of fines on an outer side facing away from a

continuous wire, and wherein a second layer is created by said at least one gap former and

sheet formation occurs in the second layer with a higher content of fines on the forming

element side.

63. The machine according to claim 62, wherein a stream direction of a headbox

associated with said first gap former correlates in general with the travel direction of the first

layer created by said fourdrinier former.

64. The machine according to claim 62, wherein the second layer created by said

at least one gap former is introduced, after a separation of said two dewatering belts of said

at least one gap former, together with said outer dewatering belt into said couching zone in

which the second layer is joined with said continuous belt for the furst and second layers to

be couched together.
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65. The machine according to claim 64, wherein said continuous wire is guided in

said couching zone in a generally horizontal direction.

66. The machine according to claim 62, further comprising a second gap former

arranged to form a third layer, wherein sheet formation ofthe third layer occurs with a higher

content offmes on a forming element side, and wherein the third layer is couched together

with the second layer in a second couching zone.

67. The machine accordmg to claim 66, wherein the stream direction of a headbox

associated with said second gap former corresponds to the travel direction ofthe first layer

created by said fourdrinier former.

68. The machine according to claim 66, wherein the third layer is introduced after

separation of said two dewatering belts of said second gap former together with said outer

dewatering belt into said second couching zone, wherein the second layer is brought together

with said continuous belt for couching together the second and third layers formed by said

fust and second gap formers.

69. The machine according to claim 66, wherein said continuous wire is guided at

least in the area of said couching zones in a generally horizontal direction.

70. The machine according to claim 53 , fiirther comprising at least one additional

gap former arranged for the formation of an at least three-layered fibrous web, wherein sheet

formation ofthe additional layer occurs with a higher content of fines on the forming element
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side, wherein the additional layer is couched in an additional couching zone with one ofthe

at least two layers formed by the first or second gap former, and where at least one ofthe at

least two layers is couched together with the additional layer so that their sides having higher

content of fines come into contact with each other.

71. The machine according to claim 70, wherein the stream direction of said

headbox associated with said at least one additional gap former corresponds to the travel

direction ofthe fibrous web to be created.

72. The machine according to claim 70, wherein at least one of a multi-layered

headbox and a single layered headbox is provided.

73. The machine according to claim 48, wherein at least one single layered

headbox is provided.

74. The machine according to claim 46, further comprising uniform pressure

dewatering elements for web dewatering.

75. A process for the production of a multi-layered fibrous web, comprising:

forming at least two layers via at least two formers, such that each layer has a side

with a higher fines content;

couching together the at least two layers in a couching zone so that the sides with

higher fines content contact each other;

wherein at least one of the at least two layers is formed by at least one gap former.
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76. The process according to claim 75, wherein the fibrous web comprises one of

a paper web or a cardboard web.

77. The process according to claim 75, wherein the at least one gap former

comprises two circulating continuous dewatering belts that run together formmg a headbox

nip and which are guided in the area of the headbox nip, loaded with a fibrous suspension

by a headbox, over a forming element.

78. The process according to claim 77, wherein the forming element comprises a

forming roll.

79. The process according to claim 77, wherein the at least one gap former

comprises a first gap former and a second gap former arranged to form at least two layers,

wherein the higher content of fines side of said at least two layers occurs on a forming

element side.

80. The process according to claim 79, wherein the first and second gap formers

are operated in opposite web ti-avel directions.

89. The process according to claim 75, wherein the first ofthe at least two layers

to be couched together is created by a fourdrinier former and sheet formation ofthe first layer

occurs with a higher content of fines on the outside facing away firom the continuous wire,

and the second layer is created by the at least one gap former and sheet formation occurs in

the second layer with a higher content of fines on a forming element side.
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90. The process according to claim 89, wherein the stream direction of a headbox

associated with the first gap former correlates in general with the travel direction ofthe first

layer created by the fourdrinier former.

9 1 . The process according to claim 89, wherein the second layer created by the at

least one gap former is guided to the couching zone after separation of the two dewatering

belts of the at least one gap former together with the outer dewatering belt, in which the

second layer is joined together with the continuous beh for the fu-st and second layers to be

couched together.

92. The process according to claim 89, wherein a second gap former is arranged

to form a third layer wherein sheet formation ofthe third layer occurs with a higher content

offmes on the forming element side, and wherein the third layer is couched together with the

second layer in a second couching zone.

93 . The process according to claim 92, wherein the stream direction of a headbox

associated with the second gap former corresponds to the travel direction of the first layer

formed by the fourdrinier former.

94. The process according to claim 92, wherein the third layer is introduced after

separation of the two dewatering belts of the second gap former together with the outer

dewatering belt into the second couching zone in which it is brought together with the
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continuous belt for the couching of the second and third layer formed by the first and second

gap formers.

95 . The process according to claim 79, wherein at least one additional gap former

is arranged for the formation of an at least three-layered fibrous web, wherein sheet

formation ofthe additional layer occurs with a higher content offmes on the forming element

side, wherein the additional layer is couched in an additional couching zone with one ofthe

at least two layers formed by the first or second gap former, and where at least one ofthe at

least two layers is couched together with the additional layer so that their sides having higher

content of fines come into contact with each other.

96. The process according to claim 95, wherein the stream direction of a headbox

associated with the additional gap former corresponds to the travel direction of the fibrous

web to be created.

97. The process according to claim 77, wherein at least one of a multi-layered

headbox and single-layered headbox is used.
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